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Information kits

▪ Information kits will be a set of documents including the methodologies and ways/methods of 

how to give the young people the importance and awareness of renewable energy in an 

attractive and fun way. 

▪ Therefore, the dramatology and the story behind the renewable energy issue will be the basic 

aspects of information kits. 

▪ During the renewable energy events and mobile seminars, information kits will be used for 

children and young people to explain the importance of renewable energy in a way that they 

could understand. 

▪ By this intellectual output we aim to bring the children and young people to a certain level in 

order them to put a big importance on the renewable energy issue. 

Activity Leading Role



Other outputs

▪ iserundschmidt will participate to workshops and share its experiences and contribute to 

capacity building of youth

▪ iserundschmidt will be – among others – responsible for the dissemination of the project 

results at EU level, international and global networks.

▪ … and in any other output according to our knowledge, know-how and experience.

Participating Role



Outputs

Information graphics Posters Animation movies



Information graphics

Renewable energies

▪ left: graphic that illustrates

complex relations in an 

understandable structure

▪ right: functionality of 

complicated constructions 

shown in profile



Information graphics

Science magazine

▪ ways to show energy 

consumption

▪ to make abstract numbers 

understandable, their value is 

translated in different sizes 

(columns, people)



Information graphics

Science magazine

▪ big info graphic (full 2 pages) 

with a lot of content

▪ much text, but also many

graphical elements for a less 

massive appearance



Posters

„SCIENOX“

▪ one topic per sheet

▪ combination of text, info

graphics, pictures and fact box



Posters

Physics exhibition

▪ opportunity for visitors to 

inform themselves

▪ visitors can choose their 

favorite topic and amount of 

content



Posters

Physics exhibition

▪ opportunity for visitors to 

inform themselves

▪ visitors can choose their 

favorite topic and amount of 

content



Posters

Physics exhibition

▪ if wanted, visitors can consult

experts for a deeper

understanding

▪ experiments visualize the

topics of the exhibition walls



Animation movies

Embodied energy

▪ clean black and white style to 

reduce distractions

▪ viewers sympathize with the 

stick figure character



Animation movies

„The biggest deserts“

▪ very short clip: compact 

knowledge in one minute

▪ dynamics through quick 

animations, camera moves 

and background music
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